INTRODUCTION

As a result of the rapid growth of regional anaesthesia (RA), an increasing number of technical devices are being introduced to facilitate the quality performance of this type of anaesthesia. The task of this survey is to summarise the most important technical devices currently utilised for regional anaesthesia and to provide a review of the history of their introduction. Technical devices for performing regional anaesthesia could be divided into seven groups: 1) neurostimulation and simple needles and catheters; 2) neurostimulator with transcutaneous nerve stimulation (TENS); 3) ultrasonograph with a device to fix the probe; 4) devices for injection of local anaesthetics, such as perfusors, patient controlled analgesia systems and elastomeric infusion systems; 5) arm, leg and instruments supports; 6) regional anaesthesia injection monitor and data register devices, and 7) catheter fastenings and auxiliary materials. It is recommended that all of the apparatus applied should be classified to make it easier to acquire more immediate and understanding, and to be easy to add this knowledge to the overall checklist before starting anaesthesia. The history of the introduction of technical equipment shows how much time was necessary for the development of modern regional anaesthesia methods.
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The rapid growth of regional anaesthesia in the last 20 years has resulted in an increasing number of technical devices. Technical resources play a very considerable role in modern regional anaesthesia and they are being introduced to facilitate the quality performance of this type of anaesthesia. The task of this survey is to summarise the most important technical devices currently utilised for regional anaesthesia and to provide a review of the history of their introduction. Technical devices for performing regional anaesthesia could be divided into seven groups: 1) neurostimulation and simple needles and catheters; 2) neurostimulator with transcutaneous nerve stimulation (TENS); 3) ultrasonograph with a device to fix the probe; 4) devices for injection of local anaesthetics, such as perfusors, patient controlled analgesia systems and elastomeric infusion systems; 5) arm, leg and instruments supports; 6) regional anaesthesia injection monitor and data register devices, and 7) catheter fastenings and auxiliary materials. It is recommended that all of the apparatus applied should be classified to make it easier to acquire more immediate and understanding, and to be easy to add this knowledge to the overall checklist before starting anaesthesia. The history of the introduction of technical equipment shows how much time was necessary for the development of modern regional anaesthesia methods.

Key words: regional anaesthesia, local anaesthetic, neurostimulation, ultrasonography.
It is recommended that all of the apparatus applied should be classified to make it easier to acquire more immediate and comprehensive understanding to simplify addition to the overall checklist that is necessary to check before starting anaesthesia.

TECHNICAL DEVICES FOR PERFORMING REGIONAL ANAESTHESIA

Needles and catheters
- Needles without neurostimulation
- Neurostimulation needles (today all the commercial needles are the insulated ones)
- Catheters
- Stimulating catheters

Neurostimulator. TENS

Ultrasonography. Device to fix the probe

Devices for LA injection
- Perfusors
- Patient-controlled analgesia (PCA)
- Elastomeric infusion systems

Supports
- Arm
- Leg
- Pillows and cushioned supports

RA performance monitoring and data register devices
- Pressure monitor
- Current intensity monitor
- Data register of RA parameters (stimulation intensity, injection time, pressure and LA volume)

Fastenings and auxiliary materials

Needles and catheters

Needles. One of the most important technical attributes during the course of RA is a puncture needle. Originally, ordinary injection needles were used for this purpose, but as the requirements for RA equipment grew, needles were specially adapted.

During the formative stage of RA around 1886, Heinrich Iraneus Quincke began applying the method of lumbal puncture with cutting lancet form needles which are still named after him and are characterised by a truncated, cutting tip which penetrates tissue easily including in dense interspinal ligaments (Quincke, 1891). However, an alternative needle with a so-called "pencil-point" form was already patented in 1888 whose advantage was the non-traumatic separation of tissue and which did not leave a broad channel after puncture for which closure and healing were difficult (Alleman, 1886) (Fig. 1).

RA needles without neurostimulation may be utilised for individual techniques during the course of which isolated, sensitive nerves are blocked. This applies, for example, to the iliofascial block, n. dorsalis penis or intercostal nerve blocks. The same applies to perimedullar anaesthesia—spinal and epidural punction.

In contrast, special needles which enable the supply of current impulses are utilised for all techniques requiring neurostimulation.
Needles are divided according to their length, diameter, angle of the tip and whether they are insulated or not. The main models of needles are Quincke with Pitkin and Green modifications, Pencil-point with Sprotte and Whitacre modifications and Touhy or Hustead needles (for epidural anaesthesia) (Fig. 2).

The first data are given in regard to prolonged spinal anaesthesias.

In 1940, William Lemmon commenced a prolonged spinal anaesthesia by initially carrying out the puncture in a lateral position, and, then keeping the needle intrathecaclly, the patient was turned onto his back and repeated injections were carried out through an opening in the table (Lemmon, 1940).

In 1942, Waldo Edwards and Robert Hingson commenced prolonged caudal anaesthesia during childbirth utilising the Lemmon needle described above. In 1944, Edward Touhy developed his now globally renowned Touhy needle for the insertion of a silk urethral catheter spinally, which later was modified by Huber and Curbelo for the insertion of catheters epidurally (Touhy, 1944; Curbelo, 1949).

Likewise, peripheral nerve blocks developed.

A special needle for combined epidural and spinal anaesthesia was patented in 1983 by John M. Evans (Evans, 1983). In 1946, Ansbro adapted an injection needle for supraclavicular nerve block and fixed it using a cork for the repeated injections of LA (Ansbro, 1946).

In 1951, S.J. Sarnoff and L.C. Sarnoff were the first to use a plastic catheter for nervus phrenicus block patients with prolonged hiccups (Sarnoff et al., 1951).

The next soft catheters specially adapted for prior placement onto the needle only entered service two decades ago, through the work of DeKrey and Winnie in 1969 and 1970 in order to ensure the perivascular and axillary extension of plexus brachial block (Dekrey et al., 1969; Winnie, 1970).

Later on, from 1978, Callahan and other authors began to use epidural catheters already in use that were easy to insert for this purpose (Brands and Callan, 1978).

After 1990, when nerve blocks were becoming even more popular, specialists attempted to create specially adapted devices for peripheral nerve blocks from peripheral vein, spinal or epidural punctures, technical equipment through an initial combination of existing models until manufacturers changed the needles and catheters for use with a stimulator.

Regarding materials from which catheters are produced, the first silk urethral catheters were replaced by polyethylene in 1949 and not long afterwards by polyvinylchloride catheters, which could be sterilised more effectively at high temperatures without deforming them. The latest slim catheters are manufactured from Teflon, polyurethane and silicon, which are thin, kink resistant catheters with the requisite stiffness and tensile strength (Ates et al., 2000).

The most important innovation in recent years is the stimulating catheter which enables repeated control of the position of the catheter tip following removal of the stimulation needle, thus guaranteeing successful RA throughout the course of the injection of the anaesthetic. These are used for both peripheral nerve and epidural anaesthesias. The publication regarding the use of such catheters appeared in 1998.
when Sutherland adapted the urethral catheter with a metal stilet for a nervus ischiadicus prolonged block (Sutherland, 1998). Thereafter, other authors also adapted existing catheters until manufacturers commenced production of special stimulating catheters.

Today, such catheters are offered by several manufacturers, for example, Multiplex (Vygon), Stimulong and Stimulong Tsui (Pajunk) and Stimucath (Arrow). However, at present there are still not enough clinical studies that prove the safety of these stimulating catheters and provide a comparison with standard non-stimulating catheters.

Neurostimulator

Prior to the discovery of the principle of neurostimulation (NS) and its introduction in practice, all RA techniques were based on the principle of paresthesia and outstanding knowledge of the topographical anatomy.

Neurostimulation may appear to be a comparatively recent method, but it transpires that it was used for the first time as early as 1912.

The earliest apparatus only ensured constant voltage, with variable current output due to varied resistances in the different tissues. Now, with the advances in technology, most modern models deliver a constant current and the current output can be set in frequency, pulse width and current milliampères (mA).

Neurostimulation was first described by the German surgeon, Georg von Perthes (Perthes, 1912). He utilised a nickel needle that was enamel plated and connected to an electric current. Positioning the needle, the current caused muscular contractions. This method was an improvement compared to the Kuhlenkampf supraclavicular block used back in those days which only utilised the method of paresthesia. However, the apparatus was too large and not particularly accurate and therefore the method was discarded and forgotten for a long time. In the 1920’s, Strohl improved the stimulator and created a device named the “Egersimetre”, the first mobile stimulator. However, even these improvements were not sufficient for the method to develop rapidly (Pandin, 2006).

A genuine mobile neurostimulator with variable current intensity only appeared in 1962, due to the work of Greenblatt and Denson (Greenblatt and Denson, 1962).

Thereafter, several authors applied their patents for the improvement of the stimulator.

In 1969, John E. Colyer offered a hypodermic needle with two electrodes with which to conduct the current from an external battery, thus carrying out neurostimulation (Colyer, 1969) (Fig. 3).

In 1970, Richard Norman Naylor went a step further and offered a mobile, autonomously powered device for the localisation of nerves (Naylor, 1970) (Fig. 4).

The first publication on the use of the modern stimulator were provided by Montgomery and Raj in 1973 (Montgomery et al., 1973).

In 1983 and 1985, Galindo, Ford, Pither and Raj shared their experience of that period to define the main principles for contemporary electrostimulation and conditions for neurostimulation needles (Galindo, 1983; Pither et al., 1985).

In 1978, Curtis Miller and Mark Kaldun patented the principle of modern peripheral nerve stimulator and neuromuscular block monitor. It must be pointed out that even the patent drawing is only slightly different to the neuromuscular block stimulators in use today, because they still include the principle parameters of: “twitch”, “train of four” and “tetra-
nus” stimulation and variable amplitude and frequency. The peripheral nerve stimulation drawing from this patent has become a classic (Miller et al., 1978) (Fig. 5).

In 1983, Martin Chester and Cary Norman patented the principle of the modern neurostimulator with an anode and cathode as two electrodes, an autonomous source of energy, impulse chain and variable amplitude. This innovation allowed the direct placement of this device on the injection needle (Chester and Cary, 1983). Today, however, the stimulator is a separate device which is connected to the needle by a cable (Fig. 6).

Thereafter, stimulators were continually improved even though there were less significant new developments. One such improvement was transcutaneous nerve stimulation (TENS) or “nerve mapping” which was initially used as a method for nerve therapeutical stimulation. This enables transcutaneous nerve or nerve plexus localisation prior to puncture and was mentioned for the first time by Roizen (1993) in establishing an interscalenus block.

There was also improvement of the doctor’s comfort level when working with the stimulator. In 1997, French author, Dr. Francois Biechler patented a stimulator controlled by foot which has the additional function of a perfusor and pressure monitor (Biechler, 1997). Later, this idea together with the improvement of the patient’s position and opportu-

American authors had similar ideas and they were responsible for patenting an isolated change in the amplitude of the stimulator with a pedal or an integrated control button located under the sterile surgical glove (Hadzic and Vloka, 1997).

**Ultrasonograph**

Ultrasonography (US), originally only a diagnostic method, is currently being actively applied during the course of anaesthesia manipulations. In 1984, the first central vein catheterisation under US control took place. During the 1990’s production of special probes for the catheterisation of veins was commenced. Nowadays, US is available in the form of mobile transportable apparatus. The first such mobile apparatus was patented in the year 2000 (Koester et al., 2000) (Fig. 8).
The first publication on the application of US for peripheral nerve blocks dates back to 1978. However, in recent years in particular, the number of publications in this area of anaesthesiology is growing exponentially (Grange, 1978). Currently, portable US apparatus are utilised for peripheral blocks with a Doppler function applying 5–10 MHz linear probes. The US apparatus used most frequently in Europe are: “I-Look”, “Titan”, “Micromaxx” (Sonosite), “Logiq e” (General Electric) and “Esaote” (Kontron).

**Systems for LA injection**

The application of RA with a catheter requires an apparatus that ensures LA injection over a shorter or longer period of time. The application of standard perfusors, patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) or elastomeric infusion systems is possible.

Standard perfusors have been replaced by more modern apparatuses, because, in continuing RA, perfusors occupy a lot of space, encumber the mobility of patients around the ward or department and in comparative terms provide a lower level of safety.

PCA systems enable the patient himself to regulate the speed of the injection of LA or other medicines depending on the level of pain, whilst observing the injection interval and maximum dose within a unit of time as specified by the doctor.

Elastomer systems that are filled with LA in advance and later emptied as a result of the constant narrowing of elastic membranes at the selected speed are even more progressive. They can be improved through the connection of an additional PCA function. One of the first innovations of this type was patented in 1999 (Keiichi et al., 2001).

Currently, the most popular models available on the market are: Easypump (Braun), Baloonjector (Daiken Medical), In-fusor (Baxter) etc.

**Supports**

Manipulation of regional anaesthesia requires a lot of concentration and accuracy on the part of the anaesthesiologist. The stationary position of the patient during the course of RA is also of vital importance, because the placement of the tip of the needle next to the nerve must be carried out to an accuracy of a few millimetres.

During a survey carried out in 2007, as a means of studying possible ways of positioning the patient, it turned out that depending on the provision of the operation block, an extremely diverse range of materials were used to establish the position of the patient: hand and foot supports, pillows, cushioned supports or the extremity was held by the nurse or the assistant (Vasilevskis et al., 2007).

The hand and foot supports attached to the operation table are used most frequently and have been known for a long time, but autonomous supports during the performance of a procedure right next to the patient’s bed or on located on a trolley that can be pushed and whose use is integral to the daily work of an anaesthesiologist have been available only rarely. Several patents have been submitted by Latvian authors with a view to resolving this problem (Vasilevskis et al., 2004; 2005; 2006; 2007) and these patents open a new sub-group in the international patent classification. “Devices for loco-regional anaesthesia” now supplement the section, “Devices for upper extremity operations”. The aforementioned patents are modifications of the device that is provided for the positioning of the patient’s hands and feet during the course of RA. A “regional anaesthesia station” has also been created together with a group of French colleagues, which includes support for the positioning of hands and feet, a mobile shelf for the placement of the neuromuscular stimulator, as well as a shelf for the placement of an ultrasonograph or instruments. This station optimises the doctor’s manipulation by enabling the stationary positioning of the patient and placement of all of the necessary apparatus within the work area. The universal frame “Locoflex 4E” is the platform for this station on which the aforementioned apparatus is placed, as well as the hand or foot supports (“Locoflex 4”, 2007) (Fig. 9).
RA performance monitoring and data register devices

Several technical improvements increasing the safety of RA are also worthy of mention.

Hadzic and Vloka (2004) patented a device that is utilised for constant pressure control during the course of the injection of LA. It provides a warning of an uncontrolled increase in pressure during the course of injection of LA over 20 psi which is most frequently because of intraneural needle position and potential nerve damage.

A similar function is incorporated within the combined stimulator and perfusor in the "Injectobloc" model. Here, the injection of LA is carried out with a perfusor and the injection is suspended when specific pressure limit 20 psi exceeds 1.4 Bar, (Biechler, 1997).

Another improvement makes control of the intensity of current impulse during RA easier. This factor can also provide a warning about the intraneural position of the needle in cases when the impulse, weaker than 0.1 mA, is still causing stimulation of the peripheral motor nerve with the contraction of the muscle. The device divides amplitude of the impulse into three groups and applies a signal lamp of a different colour for each. This curtails the injection of LA when the specified minimal limit is exceeded.

Another important innovation available for the first time in the aforementioned “Injectobloc” is the opportunity to register and save all data regarding RA manipulation: stimulation limit, injection time and pressure and the volume of the medicine injected. This opens up new opportunities for a safer and higher quality performance of RA and reducing the risk of possible complications.

Fastenings and auxiliary materials

In order to make work easier and to ensure asepsia, prepared sterile sets are available to the anaesthesiologist, which include a selection of punction or stimulation needles, sterile compresses, covering sheets, gloves etc. Various types of adhesive fastenings also constitute a major step forward, which make it possible to hold the catheter which remains in situ for 24–72 hours. When this period of time passes, catheters can be tunnelised, that is, moved subcutaneously 5–15 cm from the nerve location spot and then lead it out, to ensure asepsia during the treatment of the catheter and in order to reduce the risk of infections.

CONCLUSION

The history of the introduction of technical equipment shows how much time was necessary to invest to arrive at the quality of modern RA methods. Technical resources play a very considerable role in today’s RA.
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TEHNIKĀS IERĪCES REGIONĀLĀS ANESTĒZIJAS VEIKŠANAI

Sakarā ar straujo regionālās anestēzijas attīstību tiek ieviests aizvien vairāk tehnisko ierīci anestēzijas kvalitātīvai izpildei. Apskata mērķis ir sagrupēt svarīgākās tehniskās ierīces un izgudrojumus (patentus) un aplūkot to ieviešanas viedatu. Tā kā mērķis ir sagrupēt svarīgākās tehniskās ierīces un izgudrojumus (patentus) un aplūkot to ieviešanas viedatu, ir sākās ar straujo regionālās anestēzijas attīstību attīstību tiesību, kas ir ieviesta arī vairāki tehnisko ierīci, kas ir attīstītas kvalitātīvai izpildei. Apskata mērķis ir sagrupēt svarīgākās tehniskās ierīces un izgudrojumus (patentus) un aplūkot to ieviešanas viedatu.